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PONDERING PARADOXES 

Definition of "Paradox" 

A great deal has been said in recent Theology about the paradoxes of 

the Christian faith and ironically enough, the discussion about paradoxes 

has not been without its own paradoxical aspects. One of the most impor

tant of these incongruities resides in the use of the word "paradox" 

itself as descriptive of Christianity and its credal statements. While 

we must agree with Paul that "great is the mystery of our religion" (RSV), 

it does not necessarily follow: "And great are its _paradoxes and contra

dictions". The problem is basically one of definition and conotation. 

Are the denotations and clear conotations of the word "paradox" proper ex

pressions of what the Bible often calls the "mysteries" of our faith? A 

quick check of the general, theological, a�d philosophical dictionaries 

reveals that there is unanimity on this one point, viz, that "paradox" 

always denotes a contradiction in logic in either the primary of the sec

ondary sense of the word. Philosophically, we are referred to the Eleatic 

school of Zene and his paradoxes of motion and being, or to Emmanuel Kant 
I 

and his antinomies of the Noumenal World. In both cases we have illus-

trations of that which is self-contradictory and rationally impossible. 

Is this what is meant by the "paradoxes" of the Christian faith or have we 

been using the word loosely and unadvisedly? 

The Scriptures use the word paradox only once (Luke 5:26) to describe 

the Pharisee's reaction to the healing of the paralytic by Jesus. The basic 
� 

meaning of the Greek word is "incredible" but even here it may carry the 

conotation of the "impossible" to them. They cried, "Who can forgive sins 

hut God only?" Both the healing and forgiving of the paralytic's sins 

seemed impossible to them. What is more important is that the New Testament 

does not use the word "paradox" at all as a description of our Faith. We 

are not asked to believe the impossible or even the unbelievable (incredible) 

but merely the mysterious. What is a mystery7 It is not a logical contra

diction; it is a supra-logical revelation. The philosophical conotations of 

paraQox should not be confused with the Christians use of myster.y though 

this is often, unadvisedly, the case. The existential theologian may feel 

at home in the presence of paradox but not the Believer whose logic is based 

in the Logos or eternal reason. The law of rationality and contradiction 

"IMtM stand�or fall in the self consistency of God. The dictum must be true: 

He who breaks logic will in the end be broken by logic. 
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Description of "Mystery" 

How does a mystery escape the dilemma of contradiction? Does it miti

gate the tension to call it by another name? A mystery is only a seemi g 

�ptradic.tion or paradox. Biblically, the word is used iA the orfe," Tee�tHMeftt 
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to denote, "a truth once concealed but now revealed". But in addition it 

usually carries the conotation of a ')(Divine revelation without human com

prehension'"'. It is a message from God that is meaningful and yet mysterious. 

It is apprehended but never fullycomprehended. It is neither contrary to 

reason nor can it be made to conform with reason. It is not against reason, 

but it is beyond reason. 

Because of the complex nature of confused 

with Wa R�ragox� but with� EroblemW as well. However, the two are quite 

different and ought to be approached in different ways. A HproblemW can 

be solved; not so:with a "myster�°"· To explain a ru;:ohlem one needs to dis• 

cover the proper facts somewhat like finding the right piece for a puzzle or 

the correct key for a door. But a w¥stery, by its very nature, provides all 

the fact and it is the possession of all the relevant facts that constitutes 

the mystery. The more truly the facts of the mystery are known, the more 

mysterious is the mystery. ' For example, the more data one collects from 

the Gospels and Epistles of the New Testament, the more one is convinced 

that Jesus of Nazareth was truly man and yet really God. So it is that the 

more truly we know the facts about Him the more puzzled we are to explain Him 

in other than a mystery. 

This same point may be made historically as well as exegetically. The 

exhaustive attempt of the early fathers to explain Christ led some of them 

on one hand to deny His deity (Arianism) in order to maintain his humanity 

and on the other hand to deny his humanity in order to affirm his deity 

(Docetism) . The result was that they were compeled to distill the mystery 

of His Deity and His humanity into the Nicean Creed which acknowledged that 

He was "Very God of very God" and yet "was made flesh and became man". i.t 
f\RE 

So when the facts of a�� is fully apprehended, they cannot be complet-

ely comprehended. Just exactly the opposite is true of a �\l.lern�. We 

conclude, then, that whereas a problem needs extensive study for solution a 

mystery needs intensive study. Research is necessary for a J2Xoblern but 

reflection is imperative for a wyste�y .  The solution of a problem will come 

by the acquisition of more facts about it while the illumination of a mystery 

comes only by meditation on the facts that are already in it. It is pre

cisely at this point vi�, within the mystery, that the sovereignty and 
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finality of God's revelation is contrasted with the futility and inability 

of man to attain unto it. 

Distinction Betweeu Paradox and Mystery 

� 1t is in this transcendent, supra-rational nature of a mystery 

that resides the clue to distinguish a rn�tery from a parag�x. A �x 

is a self-contradiction and gives us no light. A i;u:.o.b.lem is only a 

seeming contradiction and needs further light to explain it. A mystery, 

contrawise, is a supra-rational non-contradiction that gives light to ex

plain other things as problems and apparent paradoxes. A �Q.Q� by 

nature is a self-contradiction and, hence, a non-entity. A )2l"ob.lern is 

only a seeming contradiction of finite entities. But a !!)Y�te�y is the 

revelation of an Infinite entity--God. This is why man in his finitude 

cannot comprehend the mystery--because of its infinity. In point of fact, 

it is here that arises the problem of epistemological agnosticism, vi�, 

if God is infinite, and we are finite and there is an infinite gulf be

tween us, then how can we know anything about Him or from Hirn at all? 

The only salvation from this utter skeptism is in the principle of analogy 

which is the core of our theological mystery. Analogy is the mediating 

view between two radical opposites. On the one hand is the assertion of 

agnostic equivocity that we can know nothing about God and truth. On the 

other hand is the claim of dogmatic univocity that we can know everything 

about God and truth. Between these stands the affirmation of realistic 

analogy that we can know somethiqg about God and truth. 

While we cannot assert that our knowledge is !)lilt the same as God's 

which is anthropomorphic, neither may we affirm that is it entirely 

differ�nt which is agnositc. It is .shviJ.ar which is a mystery and ana

logy. God is infinitely higher but he is not totally other. Even 

though there is infinite difference in perfection between God's knowledge 

and ours there is nevertheless not a total lack of similarity. It is this 

similarity, an analogy, that makes the mystery meaningful and saves it 

from being a paradox or contradiction. We may see the wisdom of God 

through it while yet pondering the wonder of God in it. 

So all true mysteries are infinite truths in finite or analogous 

terms. We are given two opposing (not opposite) truths and told that they 

are both true even though it is not possible to know how this is so. We 

have the revelation but not the reconciliation of two parallel truths. But 



c��1 
in the �odhead. 1.1 _..;i -. is ne indivisible entity, 

yet three clearly distinguisable personalities. He is ene Being, yet three per-

s .ns. This is a great mystery but it is n t paradex. Ged ie net viewed as three 

beings in One. His 11 neness" ii!! eiifferent frem His 11threeness11 amt, therefere, ii!! 

n t a centradicti n t• human reasen. 

The Bible is at ence the W0rd ef GM\ and. the words 

f me11.. It is infinite truth ·in finite terms. Ge<i is the author yet men are its 

writers. But even here, authership is net ascribed t u.._ and men in the same 

sense. Men are the immediate agents while 1.1ed. is the ultimate source of the Bible. 

The w rld was created eut ef nething(� l'l.i.b.lJ.g). 

c uld not have been created eut f LT.a.(��) or it weuld be Ged. which is .I;' antheism. 

Nor ceuld it have been created �ut f s mething preexisting with Ged.C.C. a) wh!Luh 

would. be a dualism r materialism. It must have been created eut ef rnDthing which is 

a great mystery. this may be beyond explainatien but it is n t a c ntradicti n 
>'\1.£1'<\J.<t\"1 rt). 

since with Geal all things are p s8ible-f Our inability t .scenceptu,al:l,ze a thin!!, 

deesn1t negate Gect•s ability te �_,_.., ....... i��e it. 
�l. 4) The mystery of the Incarnation. �hrist is beth Gec1 and Man. e is infinite yet 

a 
finite; unlimited yet limit�d. e is eternal yet bound by t)hme� Bu.t, again, this 

is net a centradiction because f the different c nn tatiens implied. Christ ie 

u_. in one sense 211i man in quite anether sense which av ids the plight ef paraiex. 

50 � � inally, the mystery ef alvat· n. �... cheese men yet they cheese Him. Man's 

redernptien is threugh divine electi n, but it i� als• by human selecti n. It is 

thr ugh Gea•s s.vereignty and yet by man's free-will. J.) ut even in this case the 

biblical rec�r• is n�t a c•ntradiction unless •ne er both sides is misstated or .ver-

stated in fatalistic or humanistic terms. uoG.1e chGice is n t t be c with 

man's ch ice &ven th ugh they are mysterieusly fY§� in the precess Gf redemptien. 

t,.;enfronted with a mystery, man tends t ge in twe wr ng directiens. On the ene 

hani there is the tendency te understate er de111" ene side f the truth in erder te 

explain th� ther because it cannet be cenceived hew b th can be true. ·.1: his errer 

refuses t see that Gei has the pewer te actualize a thing even when man aoesn't 

have the �bility t� vruzualize how it can be �one. It says that anything beyend 



finite reas0n must therefere be against any reasen which asserti n itself is un-

reasemable. On the other h;nd there is the danger of overstating one or b0th si&.es 

of the .!!JY.§i.su"Y so as t make an actual centrad.iction or paradox of at.were mystery. 

This extreme d.emantis that the Christi.anS accept by faith that the basic truths f 

��wt� that he belie ves with his heart are contradict0ry t his mind. this is 

indeed the m•st paradGxical aspect of the paraaexical view, viz., that the pre-

ponents •f this view feel that it is n t paradoxical to assert that our faith is 

parad xical. But legic ·may not be played with se loosely and lightly. �f the 

�hristian, as he dees, points ut that other view are rejected because they are 

contradict ry r unreasonable, then he must apply the same t his own system. 

�t is unreasonable to do otherwise. In the light ef this unreasenable extreme, it 

would seem 1 gical to ccnclused that the paradoxical school has breken logic and. 

in the end will be broken by 1 gic. 

The Christian must not succumb t the temptation to reduce a 

....... ......,.�m b)l understatement nor t magnify a mystery into a p_ar 

a 
.., 

B•th have been ,., 

done and neither is the truth. �evertheless, it must be realized that a mystery 

goes far beyend the best efforts of human reason t cemprehend it. 
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while the two truths are contrary they are not contradictory. 

Among such mysterious we offer the following suggestive but perhaps not 

exhaustive list. 

....,...... ,i ! <. r ·1 
·- 1� ii'--' ,;/ ' . J 

1. first of all there is the mystery of the Triunification of the Godhead .• 

God 's one indivisible entity yet He is three clearly distinguishable 

perso� ities. He is but one "Person" and yet He is three persons. 

2. Secondly, there is the mystery of Revelation .. The Bible ·s at once the 

3. 

Word of God nd the words of men. It is infinite tp.ith in finite terms. 
/ 

God is really l s author and yet men were really its writers. 
r 

Thirdly, there is the mystery of Creation. ,The world was not created 

ex Dea (out of God) .ihich is pantheistic Nor was it created ex hula 

(out of pre-exis ting s uff) which is ,materialistic. It was created 

ex nihilo (out of nothin great mystery. 

4. Fourthly, there is the mystery: of the Incarnation. Christ is both God 

and man. He is infinite yet finlt� unlimited yet limited. He is 

eternal yet was bound by time. 

5. 

t 

Finally, there is the mys tery of Salvation., God chose us and yet we 

chose Him. Our r�demption came by Divine electi.on and yet there was 

the human s�ction. It was through God's sovereignty and yet by 

man's frrill. Indeed we must agree with Paul, "Great is the mys

tery of our Religion". 

De.sign of "Mystery" 

We might ask ourselves why the essential truths of Christianity are 

revealed in irresolvable mysteries. Why must there be two opposing sides 

to its tru th. 

1. First of all, because without both sides of the truth we would have 

only half truths. Only in a mystery do we get the whol truth even 

though we cannot make a whole or unity out of the truth. 

2. Second9, God speaks to us in mysteries to stimulate our medtation. 

God permits problems to prompt us to extensive study, and He permits 

seeming paradoxes or mysteries to inspire intensive study. And the 

latter is, in the end, more rewarding and illuminating than the former. 

3. Third 1'!, God has revealed His truth in mysteries in order to impress us 

with His sovereignty; to show us "How unsearchable are His judgments 

and His ways past finding out". To reveal to us that the meaning of 
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the mysterious comes via meditation on His majesty and inneffibility. 

4. Finally, and most basically of all, mysteries are God's chosen vehicle 

of revelation becaust God has no other way to convey the fullness of an 

infinite truth to a finite creature. A limited mind can have only a 

limited understanding of unlimited truth. A finite mind can never have 

an infinit. understanding of the infinite. Nevertheless, man does 

have a ..I.eAl knowledge, and we must be careful never to reduce this 

limited knowledge to no knowledge at all. We must never reduce a 
�mystery� to a YEaradox� because a mystery truly communicates to us, 

but a paradox only confound us. A paradox is against reason and a 

mystery is for reason by being above reason. It gives reasonable man 

the reason that he cannot always know the ultimate reason, save, that 

it is there in God. In a mystery we see why we cannot know why; be

cause "the secret things belong unto the Lord our God: but those 

things which are revealed belong unto us and to our children forever • • • •  

(Deut. 29:29) 

There are no paradoxes in our faith to perplex u� to confusion, but 

there are some mysteries to prompt us to contemplation and that provide us 

with the most ponderous revelation of Divine truth ��Esi�Y� to finite man. 


